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Resolving banks in New Zealand 
– the Open Bank Resolution tool



Overview

• Overview of New Zealand financial system
• Role and approach of RBNZ
• Open Bank Resolution (OBR) and the NZ 

failure resolution framework
- The OBR process
- Impact on stakeholders
- Essential building blocks
- Practical challenges
- Key benefits



New Zealand banking system:  
Concentration



New Zealand banking system:  
Ownership structure



Role of RBNZ

• RBNZ is the prudential supervisor for banks in 
New Zealand

• It is required to exercise its powers for the 
purposes of:
- Promoting the maintenance of a sound and 

efficient financial system; or
- Avoiding significant damage to the financial 

system that could result from the failure of a 
registered bank

(Section 68: Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989)

• RBNZ has a system focus



RBNZ approach (1)

• RBNZ adopts a three pillars approach to 
supervision:



RBNZ approach (2)

• RBNZ does not operate a no-failure regime

• In the absence of special arrangements, there are 
limited options for dealing with a failing bank:
- Market take-over
- Forbearance
- Liquidation
- Government bail-out

• Each option has significant downsides



The resolution challenge

• GFC demonstrated the potentially enormous fiscal 
cost associated with supporting troubled banks 

• In a crisis there are urgent matters:
- Maintaining liquidity
- Protecting the operation of the payments system

• And important matters:
- Allocating losses
- Setting appropriate incentives

• OBR provides a mechanism to ensure that the 
need to deal with the urgent matters does not lead 
to sub-optimal outcomes on the important matters 



The OBR process
• Purpose is to keep the payment system open
• Bank is placed in statutory management and all access

channels closed
• All liabilities are frozen
• A proportion of pre-positioned liabilities is unfrozen and

released to creditors for the start of the next business day,
with a government guarantee

• The re-opening of the bank at 9am the next business day
and keeping the bank open is integral to the policy

• The same proportion of non pre-positioned liabilities will
be released by the statutory manager in due course (and
is also guaranteed)



Statutory management in New 
Zealand

• Statutory management provisions were included in
the Reserve Bank Act in 1989

• The Act provides a statutory manager with a range of
powers, including:
- Full control over the operation of a bank
- Power to delay payment
- Power to re-order claims
- Power to form a new entity and transfer assets and claims or

parts of assets and claims to it

• The statutory manager must act in accordance with:
- His/her statutory objectives (systemic focus)
- Any direction issued by the Reserve Bank



Longer term resolution

• OBR mechanism provides bank customers 
with liquidity and continued access to the 
payment system

• It does not determine the final resolution
• Can be consistent with a range of longer term 

solutions:
- Liquidation
- Recapitalisation
- Sale / restructure
- Nationalisation

• Statutory manager has wide ranging powers 
to enable final resolution



Impact on stakeholders
• Shareholders

- Bear first losses
• Subordinated debt holders

- Bear any losses not covered by equity
• Unsecured creditors

- Have portion of liability frozen to bear remaining losses
• Secured creditors

- Expected to rely on security in first instance
- May suffer loss if security inadequate

• Taxpayers
- Guarantee the unfrozen portion and on-going business of

bank
- Expected to suffer no loss



Treatment of unsecured creditors
• Unsecured creditors covers a wide spectrum of the banks’

relationships
• Some liabilities are pre-positioned to provide liquidity to

those who will most need it, with a portion remaining
frozen to be available to bear losses:
- Call accounts
- Term deposits
- Credit balances on credit cards, revolving facilities etc

• Other liabilities are frozen in full when the bank re-opens
• All unsecured creditors are expected to bear the same

loss in the final resolution
• Except for a “De Minimis” for all depositors
• Only other difference in treatment arises from time funds

are made available by the statutory manager



Essential building blocks of OBR

• Initial development work undertaken in early 2000s
• Preparation is essential for effective resolution
• Institutional arrangements

- Local incorporation
- Outsourcing
- Governance

• Infrastructure developments
- New payments arrangements
- Rules to ensure re-entry of failed banks

• These factors needed to be put in place before OBR
could be implemented



Practical challenges:
Pre-positioning internal systems (1)

• Re-opening at 9am the next day is integral to the policy
• Bank IT systems and processes have to be pre-positioned

to ensure that this can be achieved
• To meet the pre-positioning requirements, a bank must

have the ability to:
- Close all access channels at the point of statutory

management and freeze all liabilities
- Apply a de minimis to transactional accounts
- Separate a portion of all liabilities which will remain frozen to

be available to cover losses
- Release the ‘unfrozen’ portion of pre-positioned liabilities

and re-establish access by 9am the next banking day
- Maintain a full freeze on non pre-positioned liabilities
- Release further funds in due course as loss estimates are

refined



Practical challenges:
Maintaining the payments system

• Banks are not designed to stop and re-start
• Payments systems also need to be pre-positioned to

facilitate resolution
• Failure to settle rules have been amended in NZ

- RBNZ will inform PNZ and other banks that the failed bank
has been placed under statutory management

- Failed bank will cease processing payments
- Other banks will hold all payments to the failed bank but

continue transacting with each other
- RBNZ and Government put in place guarantee
- PNZ board meets at 6:30am the day after failure
- If guarantee is in place, the failed bank is readmitted to the

system



Practical challenges:
Assessing and allocating losses

• Losses are uncertain at the point of failure
• This is not a material problem under OBR as the overnight

mechanism does not allocate losses
• The freeze process is simply designed to set aside

sufficient funds to bear final losses
• The freeze should be conservative, with functionality pre-

positioned to release additional funds later if possible once
losses are better understood

• All funds that are released from moratorium will be
covered by a government guarantee
- Guarantee provides comfort that no further freezes will be

applied
- Conservatism protects government from exposure under the

guarantee



Key benefits of OBR

• Government has real choices in how to manage a
large bank failure

• Some of the damaging liquidity effects to the financial
system of the failure are managed

• Depositors have quick access to the De Minimis and
a proportion of deposits which reduces real economy
impacts, depositor hardship, and loss of confidence
in the system

• Market discipline is maintained and enhanced, moral
hazard managed



OBR in the international context

• OBR is broadly consistent with the core 
outcomes under the FSB key attributes
- No public solvency support expected
- Payment system maintained
- Hierarchy of claims respected

• Key points to note
- Deposits available the next day
- MPE approach, so reflects situation where cross 

border solution is not achievable
- Depositors not protected beyond de minimis level

• BIS has published a proposed framework 
which very closely replicates the OBR model –
see Melaschenko and Reynolds (2013)



Wider application

• OBR is a working example of a multiple point 
of entry (MPE) resolution model

• The OBR mechanism can be pre-positioned to 
reflect any depositor protection framework:
- De minimis arrangements
- Depositor preference
- Deposit insurance

• If structural and operational issues are 
addressed, no bank need be ‘too-big-too-fail’

• Pre-positioning is vital to maintain liquidity and 
ensure continuity of the payment system


